The D and B meson semileptonic decays with pion or light hadron in the final state is a cd → πℓν and bd → πℓν annihilation process, similar to the two-photon and two-gluon decays of the P -wave χc0,2 and χ b0,2 charmonium state. From the annihilation Born term, we obtain a very simple expression for the form factors, given as : f+ (0)
I. INTRODUCTION
The semileptonic heavy to light meson decays form factor as in the D, B → πℓν decays, is given by the V − A current matrix elements between heavy and light meson state. The precise knowledge of these form factors is required for an exclusive determination of the CKM matrix element V ub . There have been previous calculations of the form factors in the light-cone sum rule approach(LCSR) [3] , in lattice simulation [1, 2] , and are known experimentally from BaBar [4] , Belle [5] and BESSIII [6] measurements. It is shown that the B → π form factor from lattice simulation and BaBar measurements could be fitted with a BK parametrization [8] with α = 0.52 ± 0.05 ± 0.03 given in [9] f + (q 2 , α) = f 0 (1 − q 2 /m 2 B * )(1 − αq 2 /m 2 B * )
For D meson semileptonic decays, the BaBar and BESSIII measurements [6, 10] show that the D → π, K form factor , could be fitted with an effective two-pole :
or a single-pole parametrization :
with m 2 pole = (1.906 ± 0.029 ± 0.023)GeV in the BaBar measurements [10] for D → π form factor and in the BESSIII measurements, m pole = (1.911 ± 0.012 ± * email address: pham@cpht.polytechnique.fr 0.004)GeV for D → π, and m pole = (1.921 ± 0.010 ± 0.007)GeV/ for D → K form factor which seem to disagree with the higher pole mass value given by D * dominance as noted by BESSIII [6] . The lower value for the pole mass is also found by Belle [5] which give a value of 1.82 ± 0.04 ± 0.03GeV, but a higher value for pole mass of (1.93 ± 0.05 ± 0.03)GeV close to the BESSIII value is obtained earlier [7] .
The problem is to obtain a theoretical expression with this pole-dominance q 2 -behaviour for these form factors. As will be shown in the following, it is quite straightforward to obtain the pole dominance term for the form factors by noting that the form factor for semileptonic decay with pion or light hadron in the final state is a cd → πℓν and bd → πℓν annihilation process, similar to the two-photon and two-gluon decays of the P -wave χ c0,2 and χ b0,2 charmonium state [11] [12] [13] . Like the cc annihilation to two photons and two gluons, the Born term from this annihilation then gives the semileptonic decay amplitude and the D → π and B → π form factors expressed as a product of the quark propagator and the two-quark local operator terms. With the pion-quark coupling g πqq obtained from the Goldberger-Treiman relation in terms of the constituent quark mass [14, 15] , the annihilation cd → πℓν and bd → πℓν amplitude then produce the form factors. The use of the pion-quark coupling to obtain the annihilation amplitude is similar to the study of pion photo production on the nucleon in the quark models [16] . In this paper, we shall present a derivation of the semileptonic decay form factors of B, D, meson with a light pseudo scalar meson or a light vector meson in the final states from the Born term of the annihilation amplitude. We find that the q 2 -dependence given by the Born term describes quite well the form factor measurements by BaBar, Belle and BESSIII experiments. In particular, the value of the BESSIII fitted pole mass [6] in D → Kℓν is very close to the effective pole mass of the Born term, showing the presence of the m the quark propagator.
II. EFFECTIVE LAGRANGIAN FOR D → πℓν AND B → πℓν
Like the cc → γγ annihilation in the two-photon decay of P −wave charmonium state which, at the tree-level approximation, proceeds through the Born term, the annihilation c +d → πℓν and b +d → πℓν, can occur through a similar Born term, with the exchange of an u quark which combines withd quark to produce a pion in the final state. We have:
with
where (p b ) and (p d ) are the b andd momenta of the B meson with mass m B and q and p are respectively the final state electron-antineutrino system and the pion momentum. For the quark mass in the quark propagator, we use the constituent quark mass given in [17] , with
To obtain the form factor, in the following, as with B s → γγ decay [18] , we work in the weak binding approx- 
Putting V µ into (O 1 ) in Eq. (4) and replacingv(p d ) and u(p b ) with the quark fieldū and b in (O 1 ), we obtain the following local operator for the vector current matrix element in B → πℓν decays:
and similar expression for D → πℓν decay. With
and with m b + m d = m B , < 0|dγ 5 b|B) = m B f B , the matrix element < 0|O P |B > then gives us immediately the form factor for B → πℓν decay. Using the effective pion-quark coupling with the Goldberger-Treiman value for quark in a bound state reduced by a factor g A = 3/4 due to confinement effect [14] and dropping the weak coupling constant g not relevant for our purpose, we have:
for q 2 = 0, we have:
and similar expression for D → K form factor. In addi- in FIG.8 of Ref. [6] tion to the factor g A , there are also possible suppression of the quark-pion coupling due to the off-shell effects of the quark propagator in the Born term, as the momentum of the u−quark in the Born term gets large for small values of q 2 , the value of f + (q 2 ) would be suppressed for small q 2 . This explains the small value of f + (0) for semileptonic B decay. With f + (q 2 ) at q 2 = 0 known from experiment, we have:
for the Born term contribution to the form factor. These are essentially the same to those used in the parametrization of the form factors measured at BaBar, Belle and BESSIII.
As the Born term is of pure kinematic origin, there is no D * , B * pole term in our expression. This explains the fact that the single-pole fits for D → K, π form factors does not have a D * pole, consistent with the quark propagator pole term. For the B → π form factor, the mass difference between B * and B is 45.78 ± 0.35MeV, the difference is negligible for the term q 2 /m 2 B and q 2 /m 2 B * , one could then replace m 2 B * by m 2 B witout affecting the BaBar BK fit, thus making the BK parametrization consistent with the Born term. What is new in this paper is that the Born term could generate this q 2 -dependence which seems impossible to obtain otherwise.
As shown in FIG. 1 for D → π decay the Born term plotted in the upper curve is slightly above the lower curve obtained with the BESSIII data fitted with f π + (0) = 0.6372±0.0080±0.0044, M pole = 1.911±0.012± 0.004GeV, while the middle curve, obtained by adding a small polynomial term to the Born term, now almost coincides with the lower curve. For the B → π form factor, there is also a correction to the Born term to compensate for a suppression at large q 2 induced by f + (0) Bπ mentioned above. Thus with these corrections included, the middle curve of FIG. 3 is now in agreement with data and almost coincides with the lower curve obtained with a BK fitted to the BaBar data [10] . Thus the D → K, π and B → π form factors with the Born term as the main contribution, are now in agreement with data and are given by:
showing the q 2 -dependence generated by the quark propagator term. 
III. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have shown that, by treating the semileptonic decays of a heavy meson to a light meson in the final state as an annihilation process, the annihilation Born term is found to describe rather well the q 2 -dependence of the D → π,D → K and B → π form factors. In particular, the the D → K form factor shows evidence for the K meson mass term in the Born term quark propagator and the simple q 2 -dependence generated by the Born term. 
